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A critical issue for sustaining high performance, negative central shear (NCS) discharges is the
ability to maintain current distributions that are maximum off axis. Sustaining such hollow current
profiles in steady state requires the use of non-inductively driven current sources. On the DIII-D
experiment, a combination of neutral beam current drive (NBCD) and bootstrap current have been
used to create transient NCS discharges. The electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and current drive
(ECCD) system is currently being upgraded from three gyrotrons to six to provide more than 3MW
of absorbed power in long-pulse operation to help sustain the required off-axis current drive. This
upgrade SuPporrs the long range goal of DIII-D to sustain high performance discharges with high
values of normalized ~, ~#J/(IJaB~), confinement enhancement factor, H, and neutron production
rates while utilizing bootstrap current fraction, fb, in excess of 50%. At these high performance
levels, the likelihood of onset of MHD modes that spoil confinement indicates the need to control
plasma profiles if we are to extend this operation to long pulse or steady state.

To investigate the effectiveness of the EC syster&md ta explore operating scenarios to sustain
these discharges, we use time-dependent simulations of the equilibrium, transport and stability. We
explore methods to directly alter the safety factor profile, q, through direet current drive or by
localized electron heating to modify the bootstrap current profile. Time dependent simulations
using bth experimentally determined [1] and theory-based [2] energy transport models have been
done. Here, we report on simulations exploring parametric dependencies of the heating, current
drive, and profiles that affect our ability to sustain stable discharges.

In these simulations, we primarily use the Corsica equilibrium and transport code [3] which
self-consistently solves for both equilibrium and transport at each step in the temporal evolution.
The equilibrium is provided by a kinetic solution to the inverse Grad-Shafranov equation using the
pressure profile obtained from a combination of measured and transported fields. Thermal density
profiIes are provided either by the experimental density measurements or an analytic model profile
and the fast ion density provided by a Monte Carlo simulation of neutral beam injection. The
impurity fraction is provided by the measured effective charge state, Z,ff, assuming fully ionized
carbon impurities. Entropy profiles are evolved using a heat conductivity model based on a gyro-

3/2~2)(T@1)af(~~2+~m+Xe~ge for the heat conductivityBohm scaling [2]. We use Xe=ce(Te .

where f(s)= 1/[1+(9/4 )(s-23)2], s=(p/q~q/dp is the shear parameter (p=toroidal flux), ce= 1.4 is
chosen to approximate the initial experimentally measured temperature profile, a= 1 for the
temperature ratio dependence, Xe- is the electron neoe[assical heat conductivity and Xedgeis used

to control the edge heat conductivity consistent with edge modeling and convergence
requirements. Thk representation provides a weak electron thermal transport barrier. The ion
thermal conductivity is modeled as, Xi= ciXeH(Vq)~~JTl) ’n+fi- where ci= 1.0, Km” is the ion
neoclassical heat conductivity and H(Vq) is tbe Heaviside function which turns on at the qml,
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location. This gives a strong ion thermal transport barrier at the location of the minimum of q,

Pqmin. The Heavkide function provides independent control over the diffusivity inside the barrier
so as to match the initial measured ion temperature profile.

We initialized simulations at an arbitrary time using experimentally measured density,
temperature and Zef(profiles and a boundary shape determined from EFIT [4] using both magnetic
and motional Stark effect measurements to constrain the fitting process. By converging a free
boundary equilibrium solution in Corsica to the EFIT solution we achieve good agreement
between the plasma shape and q-profile. We use a fixed boundary calculation and resistive current
diffusion to evolve the current density and q profiles. An assessment of the time-dependent MHD
stability of the resulting equilibria is provided by the DCON [5] stability code that we have added
to the Corsica suite. We use Gaussian approximations to the ECH power deposition and current
drive protiles with the shape adjusted based on comparisons with TORAY ray tracing calculations
with the ONETWO code [1]. ECCD current drive is given by Iecc~=yPwHT$nCRwhere the
efficiency, y, is determined from experimental measurements [1]. The neutral-beam-driven current
is given by the Monte Carlo deposition model with orbit calculations used to determine the current
drive contributions from the particle residence time in each flux surface and the assumption of a
dragged-down distribution.

We performed several simulations for the DIII-D shot number 92668 that is representative of
several high performance negative central shear discharges obtained with L-mode edge profiles.
Parameters at initialization for this shot are 1.4MA plasma current, IOMW neutral beam injection,
peak electron density of 0.7x 1020m’~,on-axis temperatures of 6keV for electrons and 19keV ions.
Simulations are initialized at 1.45s into the dischafie, just prior to a ~-collapse resulting from
MHD activity due to the internally peaked pressure protile obtained with neutral beam fueling. The
EC heating power and location were varied to investigate the duration that the NCS contimrration
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Fig. 1 Fk-averaged tolal current density
and q projiles at initialization (1.46s),
2r~ after ECH applied (1.6s), just prior
to barrier loss (3.0s) and late time (7.0s).

can be m-aintained. Through a combination of direct
ECCD and electron heating to increase the
temperature gradient and thus the bootstrap current,
the NCS configuration can be maintained for long
duration when sufficient power is absorbed. The
local peaking of the current density profile (and
therefore a depression in q) sustains the barrier and
maintains the location of p~~in[2].

At 1.5 seconds we turned on ECH in these
simulations and force the boundary loop voltage to
zero in order to find non-inductively-driven steady-
state configurations. EC absorbed power levels of O,
1, 2.3 (3MW injected), 4.5 (6MW injected), 7.5 and
9 MW were used with P~~=lOMW held fixed. The
3MW injected case corresponds to power levels soon
available on DHI-D with 6MW a future upgrade. In
Fig. 1, we show the radial profiles of the total flux-
averaged current density, -cI~=d.BM.d3*V~, and
the q profiles achieved for the 4.5MW case with
power applied at p–4.425, just inside the p~mioformed
with early neutral beam injection during the current
ramp. When ECH is initially applied (at 1.6s), it
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Fig. 2 q,,,,nand p~,,,,n versus time as a
function of ECU absorbed power
indicating power dependence for
smtaining NCS

results in a local perturbation of the q profile along
with inductively induced changes near the magnetic
axis. At this power level and heating location, the
NCS configuration is maintained for -3.5s at which
time the Ohmic current has diffused inward and
resistively decayed, particularly in the more resistive
outer region, and the barrier begins to move inward.
At late times when the OH current is low, the total
internal current distribution is dominated by the
neutral beam current drive that is peaked on axis for
the injection geometry on DIH-D and the bootstrap
current. As a figure of merit of barrier maintenance,
we take tbe time duration that p~~inis held fixed just
outside the EC deposition location. Due to current
diffusion and dissipation, at low to moderate EC
power levels the position of qmineventually moves in
at the resistive current diffusion rate [2] as indicated
in Fig. 2. We summarize in Fig. 3 a series of
simulations where the power and heating location
are varied. We observe that when power is absorbed
at the p=0.425 location, the better alignment of the
ECCD ~ith the bootstrap current allows us to sustain
the des!ted current profiles for much longer duration

at lower power levels than when heating at p=O.5. Ultimately, the NCS configuration i; lost due to
on-axis peaking of the current density or the q profile dropping below 1 at some radius (at which
time the simulations are stopped).

To explore the effects of density control on performance, we ran simulations with the density
txofile scaled to 90% and 80% of the measured values for the heating location at P=O.425. The
increased power per particle avail able provides a
further enhancement of the efficacy of ECH for
sustaining such NCS discharges. As observed in Fig.
3 for 4.5MW, we obtain a factor of 5 increase in
duration that the NCS configuration can be sustained
at 80% density. To further explore the advantages of
density profile control, we used a model density
profile (rather than the scaled measured profile) of the
form n(p)=nJ( 1+ a$plpo)’) adjusted to fix the peak
density at the measured value of .7x10*0 and to place
the density gradient near the heating location. This
optimizes the location of the density gradient driven
bootstrap current profile and provides better
alignment of the overall total current profile. In Fig.
3, we observe a further increase in the duration that
the NCS configuration can be maintained. Exploring
this advantage of density control is one motivation for
our beginning to do simulations with our core
transport code coupled to the UEDGE [6] code.
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Fig. 4 Evolution of 6W for 4.5MW
heating case from DCON ideal stability
analysis for toroidal mode numbers
n= 1,2 and 3. NV< Ofor inslabiliry.

We use the DCON [5] code to assess MHD
stability during simulated discharge evolution. DCON
calculates the minimum potential energy i5Wto assess
overall stability to ideal MHD, internal and
ballooning modes. In Fig. 4, we show bW,ml

(=bwp,.,m+awv.cu.m9 for stability) for toroidal mode
numbers n= 1,2 and 3 for the 4.5MW case. We note
that shortly after initialization (t= 1.5s) and without
heating, DCON predicts instability for all three mode
numbers and, indeed, the discharge disrupted at 1.57s.
During the formation phase of the self-consistent
driven current profile shortly after ECH is applied
(1.5<t<2.3s), we observe that instability is predicted
at the various mode numbers analyzed at various
times. This is likely due to the highly peaked current
density at the ECH location (e.g. see 1.6s shown in
Fig. 1. where q-2). One effect of the ECH heating is
to broaden the electron temperature profile to the
heating location at p=O.425, Similarly, the effects of

heating and the transport model is to provide relatively flat temperature profiles inside the
minimum of q. These broadened profiles along with modifications in the parallel current
distribution due to ECCD have resulted in stabilization of these MHD modes for this simulation as
observed from 6W,0til>0 after 2.3s. We observe a d&tabilization of the n=3 mode at the time the
barrier was lost (4.7s) at both 3 and 6MW but this detail has not been studied.

Time dependent simulations of the effect of electron cyclotron heating and current drive
indicate that at sufficiently high absorbed powers, L-mode edge NCS dkcharges can be sustained
for very long pulse duration. The configuration exhibits a fully non-inductively driven state formed
from a combination of bootstrap, neutral beam and electron cyclotron current drive. Ideal MHD
stability calculations indicate these profiles evolve in a stable configuration over the full duration.
For this case, primarily due to the high power density under the L-mode edge conditions, ECCD
plays a dominant role in controlling the q profile. Late time, on-axis current distribution is,
however, dominated by the NBCD which could be improved by changes in the neutral beam
injection geometry or by shifting the plasma to move the current drive off axis. At the EC power
levels soon to be available on DIH-D, significant effects will be observable during experiments.
With upgrades to the ECH system, near non-inductively driven configurations may be obtained on
the time scales of the magnetic field pulse available on DIII-D. Density control, particularly the
ability to contour the density gradient Iocatiurt, could provide distinct advantages for optimizing
the dkcharge and achieving steady state configurations.
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